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Winner of the Randolph Caldecott Medal and the Coretta Scott King Illustrator AwardJean-

Michel Basquiat and his unique, collage-style paintings rocketed to fame in the 1980s as a

cultural phenomenon unlike anything the art world had ever seen. But before that, he was a

little boy who saw art everywhere: in poetry books and museums, in games and in the words

that we speak, and in the pulsing energy of New York City. Now, award-winning illustrator

Javaka Steptoe's vivid text and bold artwork echoing Basquiat's own introduce young readers

to the powerful message that art doesn't always have to be neat or clean--and definitely not

inside the lines--to be beautiful.

From School Library JournalGr 1–5—A visually stunning picture book biography about modern

art phenomenon Jean-Michel Basquiat. Coretta Scott King Award—winner Steptoe's vivid text

and bold artwork reflect the Haitian Puerto Rican artist's collage-style paintings that rocketed

him to fame in the 1980s. Back matter and an introduction to symbolism in Basquiat's work

help readers appreciate the layers of Black identity and Yoruba influences at play in Steptoe's

illustrations. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJavaka Steptoe is a

Caldecott and Coretta Scott King Illustrator award-winning artist, designer, and illustrator. His

debut picture book, In Daddy's Arms I Am Tall, won the Coretta Scott King Award, and Jimi:

Sounds Like a Rainbow (written by Gary Golio) received a Coretta Scott King Honor. He has

also illustrated Do You Know What I'll Do? by Charlotte Zolotow, A Pocketful of Poems by Nikki

Grimes, Amiri and Odette: A Love Story by Walter Dean Myers, Rain Play by Cynthia Cotten,

and Hot Day on Abbott Avenue by Karen English, which received the Jane Addams Children's

Book Award. He is also the author and illustrator of The Jones Family Express, as well as the

Caldecott award-winning Radiant Child. Javaka invites you to visit his website at Javaka.com. --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewPraise for Radiant Child:Winner of the 2017

Randolph Caldecott MedalAn IndieBound BestsellerWinner of the 2017 Coretta Scott King

Illustrator AwardEssence Magazine Top Ten Books of the YearNAACP Image Awards

Nomination for Outstanding Literary Work in ChildrenBank Street College of Education 2017

Best Children's Book of the YearNPR Best Books of 2016Washington Post Best Books of

2016Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2016School Library Journal Best Books of 2016Publishers

Weekly Best Books of 2016Horn Book Fanfare Best Books of 2016New York Public Library

2016 Best Books for KidsChicago Public Library 2016 Best Books for KidsALA Notable Book

for ChildrenA CCBC Best of Year ChoiceA Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young

People 2017 SelectionHorn Book 2017 Summer Reading ChoiceEbook Tops Best Book of

November 2016*"Vibrant colors and personal symbols channel the 'sloppy, ugly, and

sometimes weird, but somehow still BEAUTIFUL' paintings, incorporating meticulously

attributed collage elements and capturing the artist's energy and mystery. Stellar bookmarking--

a riveting portrait of a young artist." �Kirkus Reviews (starred review)*"In this visually arresting

and vibrantly narrated biography, Steptoe...emulates 1980s street art by layering paint, paper

scraps, paint tubes, and photos on found-wood panels.... Steptoe downplays tragic elements,

instead celebrating Basquiat's irreverance and brilliance." �Publishers Weekly (starred

review)*"Javaka Steptoe is the perfect person to create this book: a tour de force that will

introduce an important artist to a new generation." �The Horn Book (starred review)*"One

extraordinary artist illuminates another in this textured, heartfelt picture book biography....



Pairing simple text with expressive, encompassing illustrations, this excellent title offers a new

generation a fittingly powerful introduction to an artistic luminary." �School Library Journal

(starred review)* "This is a beautifully illustrated biography...[and] an excellent read aloud,

especially in the art classroom." �School Library Connection (starred review)* "A lively, engaging

introduction to a one-of-a-kind artist perfect for art-loving kids.... An excellent read-

aloud." �Booklist, starred review"Vibrantly colored, humming with energy, Javaka Steptoe's

paintings evoke the style of Jean-Michel Basquiat." �Virginian-Pilot"Steptoe tells a complex story

in simple child-appropriate language and illustrates it with paintings brimming with joy, sorrow

and outsized inspiration." �Chicago Tribune"Art need not be neat to be beautiful, a message

underscored by this boldly beautiful bio of a 1980s phenom." �San Francisco Tribune --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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headbutler, “This children's book won every possible award. So give it to a kid. And get one for

yourself.. “Somewhere in Brooklyn, between hearts that thump, double Dutch, and hopscotch

and salty mouths that slurp sweet ice, a little boy dreams of being a famous ARTIST.”Those are

the words that begin “Radiant Child: The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat,” a 40-

page art-and-text book for kids by Javaka Steptoe. But… grades 1 to 5? Ages 6-10? Really? I

mean, yes, great, little kids will love the art and one of them, a dreamer, will think he’ll grow up

to be a great artist, but this book is also terrific for tweens who may not care about art but who

like short texts and great visuals. My daughter is coming up on her 15th birthday — she’s

getting this book. And you, the adult reading this: If your ideal of a visual binge is multiple

episodes of something on the flat screen and you’d like some rich, vibrant eye candy wrapped

around a poem, yeah, do it. (Style advice: Then put it on the coffee table, like it’s an award-

winning art book.)I’m not the only one who’s nuts about “Radiant Child.” It won the 2017

Randolph Caldecott Medal. It was a “best book” of the year for the Washington Post, NPR,

Kirkus and Publishers Weekly, and many more. Why? Because what Javaka Steptoe has

recorded in this book is the arc from dream to accomplishment. What ingredients are

necessary for that to happen. Who needs to provide support. The price that gets paid. And who

gets acknowledged at the pinnacle.As a kid, he tells us, Basquiat “wakes from his dreams” to

draw. His work is “sloppy, ugly, and sometimes weird, but somehow still BEAUTIFUL.” His

mother agrees; she lies on the floor and draws with him. She takes him to theater and

museums, showing him what’s possible. There’s a powerful spread of Basquiat in short pants,

holding his mother’s hand, as he stares at his favorite picture, Picasso’s “Guernica.” And then,

disaster: “His mother’s mind is not well.” She can no longer live at home. Heartbroken, Jean-

Michel tries to draw the blues, but can’t. He leaves Brooklyn, and on the streets of New York

sees an energy equal to his own. He draws on walls and streets. His graffiti gets noticed. He

becomes a famous painter. People describe him as “radiant, wild, a genius child, but in his

heart he is king.” He draws crowns for himself and people he admires. He still visits his mother.

They talk about art. And in his paintings, he gives his mother “the place of honor. She’s “a

queen on a throne.”These few words are matched by Steptoe’s art. He doesn’t paint Basquiat’s

pictures, he channels his spirit, using discarded wood and then painting on it. Steptoe creates

grids, then breaks the images up; the pages aren’t neat. The result is a book of powerful

physicality. And emotion — Steptoe’s father is a noted illustrator, but much of the story of

Basquiat and his mother is also, sadly, the story of Steptoe and his mother.Mental illness, the

loss of a parent, art that doesn’t live between the lines — isn’t this a lot for a 6-year-old?

Depends. I have a box of our daughter’s art from that age; she had something going. And what

kids understand? You’d be surprised. As for their dreams, don’t be stunned if “getting famous”



is on the list. A prudent parent who reads this book to a child and then hands it over would do

well to have to some art supplies handy.Basquiet died of an overdose when he was 27. But not

in these pages. This is the story of a boy with a dream. He worked hard. He made it. He

deserves the crown he wears. Triumph. Who doesn’t wish for that?”

chandra, “Beautiful and meaningful gift for my student. I volunteer with Reading Partners and

work with a child in the Baltimore City schools each year. We are allowed to give books as gifts.

My first-grade student loves art, so I went looking for a book that would connect with him. This

book is beautifully done. I love how it's an artist's take on an artist. My student loved it. We read

it together and he held it up next to his face and said "He looks like me!" Thank you to Javaka

Steptoe for your work!”

Sharon Frost, “Artist to artist: this one is a success.. I'm an artist myself, and normally I'm

repelled by the very idea of a visual artist doing a picture book about a visual artist, especially

one as unique as Jean-Michel Basquiat. But I'm completely entranced by this one. I love the

illustrations -- they really seem to speak to a special relationship between artist Steptoe and

artist Basquiat. Especially luminous is the depiction of Basquiat's mother taking him to see

Picasso's Guernica while it was still in New York's Museum of Modern Art.I'd agree with one

other reviewer that it would be a shame to restrict Radiant Child to grades 1-5. It's great for

anyone who has a feeling for art, image, and the creative process.”

Concrete Dovetail, “Great Book - Adults Can Enjoy It. Great kids book about a famous artist

from the 80s. Famous is a relative term. I was not previously familiar with the artist before

reading this to my kids. But certainly the washed will know who this guy is and his works sell

for extremely high prices. Contains some heavy moments, but the author perfectly presents

the content in a manner suitable for kids. You will walk away elevated rather than sad. Even if

you don’t like this style of art it’s still worthwhile to expose your kids as there is nothing

obscene here.”

september williams, “no one else I've seen can hold the attention of a bunch of kids in a library

like this author seems to. There is really no way to describe the beauty of this "Picture Book" as

it tells an immensely complex tale of an immensely complex artist -- in a way that kids can

recognize themselves in this icon of a generation. The collage of visuals either follow, or lead,

the complexity of Basquiat's life. For all those Baby Boomers having kids there late 40s and

fifties, Javaka Steptoe's work allows your youngsters to know a part of you and history. Not to

mention, no one else I've seen can hold the attention of a bunch of kids in a library like this

author seems to. The Caldecott Medal was well aimed.”

'(The Reality B'(, “Great inspiring story about an amazing artist.. The Radiant Child is a wonderful

nonfiction picture book about an artist. It tells a great story about Jean-Michel and is inspiring

to young people. When young children hear stories about people who are like them and hear

all the accomplishments they made in their life, it gives them hope and tells the kids that they

can do that too. I have a lot of little artists in my class and I like to find books like these to read

to them to make sure that they always stick to their passions.”

H-Dub, “Avid Caldecott Collector. I have been collecting Caldecott book winners for the past 30

years. I started to fall behind after I retired from teaching, so I’m catching up with this book. The

illustrations are fabulous and very worthy of the prestigious Caldecott Medal. The story is



fascinating and helped me learn more about the artist Jean-Michel Basquiat. I’m so glad I

made this purchase!”

jennifer day mindlin, “Excellent inspiring empowering for kids. I teach pre-K and kindergarten

and I love using this book as part of art lessons. Basquiat’s art is great to inspire kids, because

they can actually create things that look like his and feel like accomplished artists. We talk

about his self portraits and the fact that he isn’t always smiling in them, that it’s OK to have

other emotions and it’s OK to express them, and it’s OK for them to be messy. And it’s OK to

always see yourself as wearing a crown, even when you’re messy or sad or scared.”

Jane Hale, “Moving Story of Jean Michael Basquait's wonderful childhood and Inspiration.

Sunshine pours from this wonderfully passionately ,poetically beautiful,easy to

understand ,enriching ,moving and very cool artwork story of Basquait childhood...it's like you

are carried to New York and are there with him and his parents....my young students loved

reading out the story along with me....Highly rate this book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Buy it. Sent as a gift. Recipient loved it. I’ve taught art from it. Beautiful

book”

Pen Thompson, “Five Stars. Stunning storytelling of an important artist in words & pictures”

PK, “Lovely lovely book. An especially important read for children who like colouring outside

the lines, who do not easily conform, whose creativity has not been conditioned. An affirming

real-life story for the genius lurking inside the rest of us. Suitable for older kids.”

The book by Javaka Steptoe has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 545 people have provided feedback.
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